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Pearson’s
proposal is
vindicated
by history

Same-sex marriage
the ultimate victory
for conservatives
It’s an idea whose time has come, not a
‘progressive’ attempt to impose change
TIM WILSON

It is essential we acknowledge our
special relationship with Aborigines
DAMIEN FREEMAN

Greg Sheridan has asserted in The
Australian (Opinion, June 4) that
Noel Pearson’s proposal for a consultative body is a terrible idea that
strikes against basic liberal principles. He says, “I want our government to have no business
distinguishing between Australians.” He is concerned that people
will accuse him of being a racist for
defending liberal principles.
My concern is not that Sheridan is a racist but that he does not
seem to think the law should accommodate special relationships.
My grandfather served in
World War II. As a consequence,
he was entitled to a range of
healthcare services 50 years later:
services that would not have been
available to other elderly people or
invalids. The government distinguished between two groups of
elderly and invalid Australians on
the basis that one group stood in a
special relationship to the state on
account of their wartime service.
Distinguishing between Australians in this way might offend
against Sheridan’s liberal principles. But it is the business of our
government to do so because Australian history creates a special relationship between war veterans
and the government. So liberal
principles have to be balanced
with the conservative’s pragmatism and acknowledgment of historical circumstances. Strict
liberalism must be reconciled with
the need to accommodate special
relationships.
The law has always appreciated the importance of special relationships. If a person dies
without a will, the law requires
that the deceased’s property pass
to their closest family members
rather than to the state.
This may not be “fair” in certain circumstances, for instance if
the next of kin took no interest in
the deceased. Certainly it does
nothing to promote basic notions
of equality for some undeserving
people to inherit vast assets that
could otherwise be used more equitably by the state. But the law
has always understood the significance of the special relationship
between family members and respects this as a social good that
needs to be balanced with liberal
principles.
Sheridan draws our attention
to the fact the Catholic Church
imputed collective guilt to the
Jews for killing Jesus, and observes that the church then felt
obliged to denounce this belief. He
seems to think the problem
stemmed from the way the church
had persisted in recognising the

collective identity of the Jews that
endured across time.
No people have been more determined than the Jews to preserve their collective identity for
millennia, and no people are more
acutely aware of the threat liberal
ideology, if applied strictly without the tempering of the conservative’s respect for heritage and
tradition, poses for assimilation.
As long as the Jewish people
continue to exist, and as long as
the Catholic Church continues to
exist, the Jews will always stand in
a special relationship to the
church because of the history of
the Jewish people and the early
church. The Jews are not simply
another group of non-Christians
with which the church interacts.
In recent years, the church has
tried to improve this special relationship. But it has no business
denying the special relationship.
The Commonwealth of Australia is the federation of six
British crown colonies. Its Constitution acknowledges the special
historical relationships that exist
between the former colonies and
the federal parliament: it affords
each state an equal voice in the
Senate, regardless of great variations in population.
Our institutional arrangements reflect the history and circumstances of our nation.
But the federal compact was
also established on a continent
that had indigenous populations
predating these colonies by millennia. As long as the Aborigines
exist, and as long as the Commonwealth of Australia exists, the
Aborigines will always stand in a
special relationship to the commonwealth.
Aborigines are not simply another special interest group with
which the government must deal.
The special relationship is based
on the history of the Aborigines in
Australia before the establishment of the crown colonies, and
the way those colonies were established.
This is evidenced by the fact
there are native title rights arising
out of this history, and the fact the
commonwealth requires a special
power to legislate for Aboriginal
interests. Pearson seeks only to
find a way to improve this relationship.
Indeed, every other comparable Western democracy finds
constructive ways to manage the
special relationship with its indigenous peoples, within the structures of their liberal democracy.
The US, which Sheridan lauds
as the paragon of liberal democracy, recognises the status of its indigenous people, according them
domestic dependent sovereignty
status under its constitutional law.
Other great liberal democracies
do the same.
Is New Zealand wrong to recognise the special relationship be-

The consultative process sought by Noel Pearson, above, is not tantamount to introducing classes of citizenship
tween the Maori and the crown
within its liberal democratic
arrangements?
To ignore such special relationships out of deference to liberal principles is to deny the
indigenous history of each Western liberal nation. It is at odds with
both historical and practical
reality and is unsustainable.

Australian citizen. The moment
we introduce classes of citizenship
we are entering extraordinarily
dangerous territory.”
We are not being asked to introduce classes of citizenship. We
are being asked to create a mechanism for managing a special
relationship.
Pearson does not advocate that

No people are more acutely aware than the
Jews of the threat liberal ideology, if applied
strictly without the tempering of the
conservative’s respect for heritage and
tradition, poses for assimilation
Indigenous people are justified
in seeking a voice in their affairs as
a form of practical and pragmatic
recognition in our constitutional
arrangements.
Sheridan says, “Every citizen is
fully included in the Constitution.
An ethnic Hmong hill tribesman
from Laos who is an Australian
citizen is every bit as much an Australian citizen as me or any other

some Australians should get to
vote for two parliaments.
He has advocated that if the
Constitution gives parliament the
power to make laws with respect
to indigenous peoples, it should
also create a constitutional mandate requiring parliament to consult those peoples before it
exercises its right to make laws
about them.

Some people argue that the
race power could be removed and
not replaced. But this is not possible. Without a replacement
power, the ability to amend legislation such as the Native Title Act
is put into doubt.
Not replacing the race power
would also remove the commonwealth’s power to make laws with
respect to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people — which
was the achievement of 1967.
Indigenous Australians stand
in a special relationship to the
Australian state, and Australia has
a responsibility to find an appropriate mechanism for managing
this special relationship.
Aboriginal people are also an
extreme minority in Australia. So
the constitutional mechanism we
adopt to manage this special relationship has to be sensitive to the
status of indigenous Australians
as an extreme minority.
Pearson’s consultative body is
designed to ensure the Constitution addresses this special relationship in a way that does not
undermine the sovereignty of par-
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liament and does not give one
group of people special rights
under the Constitution.
It creates a justifiable mechanism that ensures parliament holds
consultations with indigenous
people when it makes laws relating to indigenous affairs.
The history of Australia gives
rise to the special relationship between Australia’s indigenous peoples and its Constitution. We
cannot make sense of this special
relationship by recourse to liberal
principles alone: the conservative’s pragmatism and deference
to history are also required.
Special relationships make
sense only in a historical context,
and this needs to be balanced with
the demands of liberal principles.
Pearson’s consultative body is
the most constructive and pragmatic way of creating a mechanism for managing this special
relationship that is a product of
Australian history.

Damien Freeman lectures on
ethics and aesthetics at Pembroke
College, Cambridge.

That same-sex couples want to
marry is a triumph of
conservative values, not a threat
to them.
As the greatest conservative
philosopher of the 20th century,
Michael Oakeshott, wrote in On
Being Conservative, the
disposition is to “prefer the
familiar to the unknown” and is
not about opposing change but
the “manner of accommodating
ourselves to change”.
Conservatives rightly rail
against progressive attempts to
use government to impose
change on to society that it has
not accommodated itself to.
After more than a decade of
debate, many mainstream
conservatives have now
accommodated themselves to
same-sex couples saying “I do”;
and many recognise change may
be positive for the time-tested
institution to ensure its enduring
relevance.
A 1990 Institute of Family
Studies poll showed 14 per cent
of Australians agreed or strongly
agreed same-sex couples should
be able to marry; 51 per cent
strongly disagreed.
By 2004 Newspoll showed
38 per cent supported marriage,
with opposition dropping to
18 per cent. A Crosby Textor poll
last year showed support at
72 per cent versus 7 per cent.
Had government tried to
change marriage laws two
decades ago conservative
opposition would be
philosophically consistent. From
a conservative disposition it
should be equally anathema to
use government to halt change
that has already been
accommodated, as to use
government to impose change.
Attitudinal change within the
gay and lesbian community has
been parallel. Since the 1970s the
gay and lesbian movement
primarily has been fighting for
“liberation”.
Legally, in the 80s the
movement focused on removing
laws that criminalised
homosexual acts, and in the 90s
and 2000s on the equal
application of antidiscrimination law. Marriage
didn’t enter the mainstream
discussion of the gay community
until the 90s, and the proposition
has gained widespread support
only since the 2000s.
It’s the intersection between
gays and mainstream
conservatives that highlights
why the parliament is now
seriously considering change.
In his Quadrant essay, “Why
conservatives should support
same-sex marriage”, John Zerilli
correctly identified “gay
marriage is in its essentials a
conservative cause ... (and) a vital
indication that the gay
movement has severed ties with
its (past) radical reformist
liberation agenda”.
Zerilli’s theme was picked up
by Jason Lee Steorts in his essay
“Why we should recognise
same-sex marriage” in the
mainstream US conservative
magazine National Review.
Steorts argues that by
opposing change some
conservatives have been led to
become “sexual counterrevolutionaries” by discouraging

the adoption of marriage, which
is “a repudiation of (the) freelove ethic”. In that context,
same-sex couples wanting to
marry is the ultimate
conservative victory.
A commentator recently
described this generation of
same-sex attracted youth as the
“Disney Gays” because “gay is
the new conservative”, where
there’s an expectation of stable,
enduring and idealised
relationships coupled with
marriage.
It is older same-sex couples
who are likelier to be indifferent
to marriage, precisely because
they’ve lived primarily in a world
where they’ve been outside
social norms.
One of the great oddities of
the present debate is that many
conservatives are arguing for a
plebiscite on whether same-sex
couples should be able to access
civil marriage, despite ordinarily
defending parliamentary
sovereignty on rights issues.
Conservatives rightly debate
whether any change to marriage
could lead to a slippery slope,
particularly opening the door to
polygamous marriage. But the
two are not comparable.
Same-sex couples marrying is
entirely consistent with
conservatism because it
incrementally enlarges the
number of people who want to
be held to an existing standard,
doesn’t fundamentally change
the structure of the institution,
and enjoys societal support.
By comparison, polygamy is a
radical redefinition that has long
been advocated for and always
lacked popular support.
The present push for samesex marriage has gained support
precisely because it is a
fulfilment of conservative
expectations about the role of
stable relationships as an
essential building block of
society, and as a form of private
social welfare through mutual
dependency.
The shift for change is doubly
powerful because the
conservative view now also
aligns with the liberal human
rights view that values equality
before the law and the
preservation of religious
freedom. Preserving religious
freedom is primarily achieved by
ensuring that only civil marriage
is regulated by law and that
religions can still freely practise
their traditions unhindered.
Legally, the liberal human
rights approach primarily values
marriage as a contract. Ensuring
the law is equally applied. It can
be achieved by getting
government out of the business
of marriage or placing the civil
and religious tradition on an
equal footing.
For years we have been
bombarded with arguments for
“marriage equality”.
But it is the conservative
accommodation of same-sex
couples conforming to
expectations of responsibility
and stability that enjoys the
support of most Australians.

Tim Wilson is Australia’s Human
Rights Commissioner.
tim.wilson@humanrights.gov.au

There could be a cool change ahead, but let’s pretend the pause in warming isn’t real
The climate change industry remains largely
disinclined to heed inconvenient truths
GRAHAM LLOYD
ENVIRONMENT EDITOR

A fake pause, a looming cooling
and an inconvenient graphic neatly frame the Bonn climate change
talks where, like all such gatherings, the political spin was applied
to serious science.
It is noteworthy but not surprising that a lot of attention was given
to a paper by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration that found the 15-year
hiatus in global surface temperatures did not, in fact, exist.
The pause has gained widespread acknowledgment, not least

in the most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
synthesis report, but sharp differences remain about its cause and
significance.
But NOAA researchers reanalysed (mostly oceanic) temperature records and, after
adjustments, made the pause disappear. According to the paper,
the “thousands of updated and
corrected temperature observations” show temperatures did not
plateau and the rate of warming
has been at least as high as in the
second half of the 20th century.
The findings predictably have
been met with scepticism from
many who already question the
homogenisation of land-based
surface records by world weather
agencies. A review of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s

homogenisation practices for the
national average surface temperature data, ACORN-SAT, has been
completed and is expected to be
made public in about two weeks.
But as the latest NOAA paper
shows, the real action has moved
from land to the sea. The most important new adjustment made by
the NOAA authors was to account
for the changing coverage of ships
and floating buoys, which differ
slightly in their readings. A key
change was the method of taking
the temperature recordings.
NOAA researchers found that
accounting for this discrepancy increases the temperature trend
over the oceans for the most recent
period (since 1998) and makes recent global warming trends indistinguishable from those across the
1950-99 period.
Matthew England, chief investigator at the Australian Research
Council’s Centre of Excellence for
Climate System Science at the
University of NSW, says the findings are no surprise. “There’s nothing all that new in this paper and
nothing that surprises me,” he
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says. “The bottom line is that multiple datasets and multiple lines of
evidence have shown that global
warming hasn’t stalled at all.”
But other scientists urge caution. Peter Stott, head of climate
monitoring and attribution at Britain’s Met Office Hadley Centre,
says the slowdown has not gone
away. “The warming trend over
the past 15 years has been slower
than previous 15-year periods,” he
says. “While the earth continues to
accumulate energy as a result of
increasing man-made greenhouse
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gas emissions, these results also
confirm that global temperatures
have not increased smoothly.
“This means natural variability
in the climate system or other
external factors have still had an
influence and it’s important we
continue research to fully understand all the processes at work.”
David Whitehouse of the Global Warming Policy Foundation
says the new research is “a highly
speculative and slight paper that
produces a statistically marginal
result by cherry-picking time in-

tervals, resulting in a global temperature graph that is at odds with
those produced by the UK Met Office and NASA”.
“The authors have produced
adjustments that are at odds with
other all other surface temperature datasets, as well as those compiled via satellite,” Whitehouse
says. “They do not include any
data from the Argo array that is
the world’s best coherent dataset
on ocean temperatures.”
Tim Osborn, professor of climate science at the University of
East Anglia, says he would caution
against dismissing the slowdown
in surface warming on the basis of
the NOAA study or downplaying
the role of natural decadal variability for short-term trends.
“There are other datasets that
still support a slowdown over
some recent period of time, and
there are intriguing geographical
patterns such as cooling in large
parts of the Pacific Ocean that
were used to support explanations
for the warming slowdown,” Osborn says.
Nonetheless, the NOAA paper

certainly has drawn a good deal
more scientific attention than another one from scientists at Britain’s Southampton University and
National Oceanography Centre
that implies global climate is on
the verge of broadscale change
that could last for decades.
The new climatic phase, the researchers say, could be half a degree cooler, more than half of the
temperature rise claimed by global
warming. But whereas the NOAA
paper was accompanied by a publicity release from international
science media organisations, they
could offer no guidance on the
Southampton paper, which is at
odds with the warming theme.
This is despite the paper saying
the change is associated with a
cooling of the Atlantic, something
entirely compatible with early attempts to explain the pause.
The study, published in Nature,
indicates ocean circulation is the
link between weather and decadal-scale climatic change. It is
based on observational evidence
of the link between ocean circulation and the decadal variability

of sea surface temperatures in the
Atlantic Ocean.
Both the NOAA and Southampton papers address the big
question in climate change science: why have climate model
predictions not matched the
measured facts?
The question was most recently
highlighted by Patrick Michaels,
director of the Centre for the Study
of Science at the Cato Institute and
past president of the American Association of State Climatologists.
Michaels was commenting on a
graph presented to the US House
of Representatives committee on
natural resources by the University of Alabama’s John Christy on
May 15. “It’s impossible, as a scientist, to look at this graph and not
rage at the destruction of science
that is being wreaked by the inability of climatologists to look us
in the eye and say perhaps the
three most important words in life:
we were wrong,” Christy says.
Instead, the latest research
from NOAA contends it is not
the models that are wrong, just
the data.

